Concert and
Workshop
Concert
with Simon Jakob Drees (Berlin)
and Narayan (Aljezur/Berlin)
Tuesday 29.3. Time 7:30 p.m.
at "Vida Nascente"
Entrance: Donation Based. Suggested Donation: 7 Euro.

Workshop
Mirkaledo-Vocal-Improvisation - A Path to Music.

with Simon Jakob Drees (Berlin)
at "Vida Nascente"
Wednesday den 30.3.
Time: 10 – 12 a.m. and 13 – 16 p.m..
Workshop entrance fee: 40,-€ (5 Hours).

Berlin based Violinist and Vocal Artist Simon Jakob Drees

Mirkaledo-Vocal-Improvisation - A Path to Music.
My Breathing - A silent song, the connection between Inside and Outside. My Song a sounding Breath.
Voice and Breathing are interwoven to sound. Singing is a spiritual process, taking possession of the body, breaking out of the
bodies boundaries and becomes audible through the body.
Workshop for experimental work with Vocals through musically integrating Breathing and Voice into each other.
The aspects to be considered:
- body consciousness to establish the "Sound Vessel"
- emotions as a Intensity Continuum
- making contact to explore phenomenons of resonance in us and around us.
All 3 aspects are pointing to the moment which becomes the base and fundament for musical improvisation.
The workshop is open for everyone who is interested in improvising with his voice and provides a space for musical group
interaction.
For more detailed information about Mirkaledo-Workshops please check out www.mirkaledo.de , www.simonjakobdrees.de,
http://simonjakobdrees.de/de/discographie.html

Directions to Concert and Workshop Venue:
"Vida Nascente": from the roundabout in Aljezur ca.3.6 km in direction
Marmelete, after the long straight part at the end of the right curve there is a
sign “Margalhos” and a small sign "Moinho Novo". turn left down there
between the guard rails. follow the road about 800 meters until Moinho Novo.
"Vida Nascente" is the third house at the big pine tree.
Please Contact Astrid to sign up for the Workshop as soon as possible.
tarapunkt@yahoo.de, tel: 00351/ 282998085
Maximum Number of participants: 12

